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Letter from Star Principal Herald

Greetings to the Ansteorran College of Heralds from Honorable Lady Medb Liath! I pray this
missive finds you well.

First, let me give word fame to my predecessor. Honorable Lord Etienne has done a wonderful
job leading us over the past two years. He has given freely of his time and expertise to all of us,
listened to our suggestions and concerns and given each one an open mind and due
consideration. He has completed numerous small projects as they came across his desk and
was still smiling at our last symposium. In all things, Etienne has conducted himself with a
professionalism that bespeaks his strength of character. I look forward to his tenure as Sable
Rondel and I expect that the transition of the offices will be smooth ones.

Now, on to business!

I am very excited about our new committment to education in the CoH and the good work that
Tressure has planned. Etienne began this process with his outline for a complete re-organization
of that office and I plan to continue on with even more emphasis on education and communication.

While we do not yet know where Coronation or Round Table will be, I would like to strongly
encourage all members of the CoH to consider attending one or both. Plenary meetings will be
held at Winter Coronation and Round Table. The topics will be the same for both. Hopefully, this
will give more people an opportunity to attend. I will post an agenda to the Ansteorran Heralds’
email list as the time draws nigh.

Two positions have been filled. Please welcome Meadhbh inghean Róis to the post of Nordsteorra
Herald, Northern Regional, and Reis ap Tuder as our new Sigillarius Pursuivant, who maintains
our website.

Lastly, I have asked Alden Drake to continue in his office of ER Deputy to Star. He brings experience
in both submissions and administration to the position and I know will do a fine job.

I remain in faithful service to Crown and Kingdom,

Medb Liath
Star
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INTERNAL LETTER OF INTENT 2005-10

Please find herein the ILoI for October
2005. The October decision meeting is
at Crown Tournament on Oct 1. The
November meeting is tba. The Decem-
ber meeting will be at Wiesenfeuer Yule.
-- Emma Asterisk

1. Bjornsborg. (Bjornsborg)
This branch name was registered at
some point..  New Badge.

(Fieldless) A torch bendwise sinister
proper.

2. Clara von Ulm.  (Loch Soilleir)
Name forwarded to Laurel on the 2005-
08 LoI.  New Device.

Gules, two roundels in chief and on a
pile inverted throughout argent an
eagle displayed gules.

Asterisk Note: Only three colored cop-
ies were provided (instead of four).

3. Gwynethe Llyn Glaslyn. (Un-
known)

New Name.  New Device.

Pean, on a chief dovetailed argent,
three bunches of grapes purpure leaved
vert.

Consultation Table: Pennsic
Major Changes:  Yes.  Minor Changes:
Yes.  Gender:  Female.
Change for:  Sound: Gwin-ith Lin Glass-
lin.
Authenticity:  No request
Documentation Provided:  <Gwynethe> -
Morgan & Morgan, p118 s.n. Gwynedd:
1577 Gwineth ver’ Robert, 1581 Elena ver’
Thomas gynethe als gwrach y gwenniath
<Llyn Glaslyn> - locative byname from
Welsh place Llyn Glaslyn (meaning “grey
lake”)

4. Rhiannon ferch Cian. (Rosenfeld)
Name registered 2/97. New badge for
House of the Gilded Trellis, name regis-
tered 1/05.

Gules, fretty and a base Or.

Submission History: Previous submis-
sions, Gules, fretty and a chief Or and
Gules fretty Or were returned by king-
dom in 9/04 for multiple conflicts too
numerous to list here. See AICC2004-07
for the complete discussion.

5. Snorri Hallsson.  (Gate’s Edge)
Name registered 10/03.  Resubmitted
Device Change.

Gyronny arrondi of six Or and gules,
an orle sable.

Submission History: Previous submis-
sion, Paly azure and argent, was re-
turned by Laurel in 10/03 for conflict. If
registered, release old device.

Ansteorran Heraldry Website
http://heraldry.ansteorra.org/

Ansteorran Scribal Website
http://scriptoris.ansteorra.org/
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Fast Tracks for September 20056. Waldemar hamarhandar. (Un-
known)

New Name.  New Device.

Per bend sinister wavy argent and
gules, a sea lion erect sable and a sun
Or.

Consultation Table: Pennsic
Major Changes:  Yes.  Minor Changes:
Yes.  Gender:  Male.
Change for: Meaning: prefers “hamar-
handar” meaning hammer-hand.
Authenticity:  No request
Documentation Provided:  <Waldemar> -
Listed in Bahlow-Gentry as a Danish Royal
name around 1200, s.n. Waldemar.
<hamarhandar> - A constructed byname
intended to mean “hammer-hand”.
<hamarskald> meaning “hammer-skald” is
on p22 in Geirr Bassi. <vegghamarr> mean-
ing “wedge-hammer” is on p29 in Geirr
Bassi. <handar> s.n. Gunna Handar in
“Bynames of the Viking Age Runic Inscrip-
tions” at http://www.s-gabriel.org/names/
lindorm/runicbynames/
Examples of object+body part construction
in Geirr Bassi include <tréfótr> treeleg p29,
<trumbubein> trumpet-leg p29,
<braudnefr> bread-nose p29, and
<blómakinn> flower-cheek p29.

7. Wyllow MacMuireadhaigh.
(Loch Soilleir)

New Name.  New Device.

Per pale vert and purpure semé of
thistleheads Or.

Major Changes:  Yes.  Minor Changes:
Yes.  Gender:  Don’t care.
Change for:  Language/culture: Gaelic;
sound: “willo”.
Authenticity:  No request
Documentation Provided:  <Wyllow> -
name of a minor 6th century Cornish saint.
Bones kept at Lanteglas-by-Fowey. Also
spelled <Vylloc>. Source: Taylor, Thomas,
The Celtic Christianity of Cornwall, p126,
has “Vylloc or Willow”
<Mac Muireadhaigh> - means “son of
Muireadhaigh”. Black, p546 under
“MacMurray”

Asterisk Note: All photocopies (includ-
ing Black) included. There was also an
issue about the device raised by either
the submitter or the consulting herald,
which I will address in my letter this
month. (See “A Tale of Two Mermaids
and a Thistle”).

The following item was fast-track accepted
in September 2005.

1. Donnchad Pixley.
Device.

Per pale sable and Or, a wolf ’s head
caboshed between three crosses crossley
fitchy within a bordure embattled counter-
changed.

Asterisk Note: His previous submission
was returned for redraw by kingdom in
6/2005. This one would have been re-
turned for redraw yet again for use of
the color orange instead of yellow to
depict Or, but Asterisk took pity and
recolored the forms. Do Not Use Or-
ange!

A Tale of Two Mermaids and a Thistle

Often I hear the phrase “but I can’t draw” from both submitters and consulting heralds alike. This may or may not be true, but in
either event should never stop you from drawing up a device!

The Rules for Submission (RfS, found at http://www.sca.org/heraldry/laurel/rfs.html) VIII.3 states:

3. Armorial Identifiability. - Elements must be used in a design so as to preserve their individual identifiability.  Identifiable
elements may be rendered unidentifiable by significant reduction in size, marginal contrast, excessive counterchanging,
voiding, or fimbriation, or by being obscured by other elements of the design…

COURT REPORTS

ARE DUE WITHIN TWO

WEEKS OF AN EVENT.

Continued on page 4
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Notice how that rule says nothing about fantastic art? An
important concept in heraldry is identifiability. If you see a bird
facing the viewer with wings and legs splayed out (we call this
“displayed”), and it has claws and a hooked beak, it’s probably
an eagle (or at least a raptor of some sort, but there’s a reason we
say “eagle” first.)

Most heraldic charges commonly used in period have certain
identifying attributes. You can tell a lion from a wolf by the head
and tail. Hedgehogs (also called urchins) frequently have fruit
stuck on their quills (yes, really!) And so it is that I bring up
mermaids.

Mermaids are depicted as the upper half of a naked woman, with
the lower half of a fish; frequently in period, but not always,
they were shown holding a comb and a mirror. There was an
interesting depiction recently in ILoI 2005-07 item #15. I’ll include
just the mermaid drawing here, with apologies to Lord Robert
Haddock for using him as an example!

Original drawing  Clipart version

As you can see, Robert’s mermaid is definitely a mermaid. She’s
not holding a comb or mirror, as the clipart reference version is,
but the fish tail is there, and the top half is definitely female.
Would anyone not recognize this as a mermaid?

If that were the only issue with his device as submitted, I would
have happily sent it on up to Laurel. (As it was, it needed a
redraw for other reasons, which have since been fixed. Yay
clipart.)
So as you can see, anything one step up from stick figures is
Just Fine, as long as it’s heraldically identifiable. And even some
stick figures might qualify there…

Speaking of identifiability, this brings me to Wyllow
MacMuireadhaigh’s device in this issue, item #7. Since you can
flip the page to see the device, I won’t reproduce it here.

A note included with the submission states a concern about
“...the per pale line as a division…to get the colors exactly even.
The line does not play into the final submission…” While I’m a
bit confused at the exact point trying to be made, I think it’s a
reference to the colored emblazon form. Certainly a black vertical
line must be present (and it is) in the line drawing emblazon to
properly depict a “per pale” division. In the colored emblazon
form, having a very thin vertical black line to mark the division
between the two colors in the “per pale” division is perfectly
fine! It will, in fact, serve to help make that line plain. I am not
sure it is possible to color a perfectly straight division like that
without having a guideline in place. The line certainly does play
into the final submission, as without it there would be no “per
pale” division.

Another issue raised by this device is the use of thistles, or in
this case, thistleheads. Can they be used because Ansteorra
has registered a “thistle sable”, for our Award of the Sable
Thistle? Most emphatically yes! You need not hold that award
to use a thistle, as a thistle is not a reserved or restricted
charge. Neither, by the way, is the “mullet of five greater and
five lesser points,” otherwise known as the Ansteorran star.
Tables of the reserved and restricted charges are at the end of
the College of Arms Glossary of Terms, found at http://www.
sca.org/heraldry/coagloss.html. Restricted charges are those
which cannot be used at all, and reserved charges are those
which can only be used in certain circumstances.

I hope this cleared up some questions about heraldic art. In
general, if you ever have a question about what is or is not
allowable on a submission, feel free to drop me an email! At
worst I’ll tell you to send it in anyway, and make a decision
later; at best, you could save yourself and the submitter some
time at kingdom by fixing little things early. And, most
importantly, the quickest way to learn is to ask questions!

In service,
Emma de Fetherstan, Asterisk Herald

A Tale of Two Mermaids and a Thistle -- Continued from page 3

Letter from Tressure Herald

I am going to be setting up a web page (rough early
version) for education purposes and to that end would
love to have some articles on various aspects of heraldry
- both for heralds and non-heralds.

If you have taught a class recently, have an article lan-
guishing in your files or are interested in writing one,
please send me a note and I’ll mark you down.

Examples of articles that would be welcome:

• Any relating to heraldry and persona
• Monsters and beasts
• Period heraldic style
• Civic heraldry
• History of heralds.
• Imaginary heraldry (or attributed arms)
• Naming practises, lists etc.
• Projection of voice
• How to run a tournament (from the heralds point of
view)
• How to be a court herald

Please send me any questions, suggestions or ideas and I
will be happy to contact you.

I’m looking for articles or people interested in research-
ing and/or writing articles. Some of the articles may wind
up duplicating other people’s articles but I think the people
who do the research and then write it benefit from the
activity. It allows our Kingdom a chance to develop a li-
brary of work. The first place a person from our Kingdom
looks when they want to know what we are doing is our
web pages. I’d hate to have nothing but a page of links
and nothing original.

Continued on page 8
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ANSTEORRAN COLLEGE OF
HERALDS

Annotated Internal Collated
Commentary on ILoI 0507

Please find herein the results of the decision meet-
ing held Aug 20, 2005 at the Ansteorran He-
raldic and Scribal Symposium. -- Emma, As-
terisk

Unto the Ansteorran College of Heralds does
Jayme Dominguez del Valle send Greetings!

For information on commentary submission for-
mats or to receive a copy of the collated com-
mentary, you can contact me at:

Joseph Percer
PO BOX 18215
Corpus Christi, TX 78480-8215
361/232/1754 (before 11 pm please)
Retiarius@ansteorra.org

Commenters for this issue:

Knute
Da’ud ibn Auda – al-Jamal Herald
Maridonna Benvenuti
Magnus von Lübeck – Orle Herald
Gawain of Miskbridge – Green Anchor Herald

Collated Commentary on IloI 0507

1)  Alden Drake.  (Gate’s Edge)
Name registered 10/01. Resubmitted Badge.
(Fieldless) A dragon’s jambe inverted sus-
taining a hammer inverted and reversed ar-
gent.

Submission History: Previous submission,
“A triskelion of dragon’s heads argent” was
returned by Laurel in 2/04 for conflict with
Evja r{o,}skva, “Per pale sable and gules, a
triskelion of dragon’s heads argent.”

Al-Jamal
[Badge] How identifiable is the dragon’s jambe?

RfS VII.7.a. requires that “Elements must be
recognizable solely from their appearance.”

The jambe is not inverted; like lion’s and bear’s
jambes, they are by default palewise and “busi-
ness end to chief”. For that matter, neither is
the hammer “inverted”; it is fesswise reversed.

Magnus
[Badge] Reblazon as: (Fieldless) “A dragon’s

jambe erased affronty sustaining a hammer
fesswise argent.” The default posture for a
dragon’s jambe has claws to chief. The de-
fault posture for a hammer is palewise, head
to chief with the stiking surface facing dex-
ter. The hammer here is simply fesswise. No
conflicts found through May 2005.

Knute
[Badge] Clear.

Gawain
[Badge] Gambs are normally shown in profile,

rather than affronty like this one. See the
PicDic entry for “leg”. Since the SCA default
hammer is palewise, head to chief and face to
dexter, this one could be simply blazoned as
fesswise, head to sinister, I believe.

College Action

Badge: Forwarded to Laurel as “(Fieldless) A
dragon’s jambe erased affronty sustaining a
hammer fesswise reversed argent.”

2)  Alden Drake.  (Gate’s Edge)
Name registered 10/01. New Badge. (Fieldless)
A demi-acorn sable slipped and leaved vert
dimidiated palewise with a demi-rose argent
slipped and leaved vert.

Al-Jamal
[Badge] Dimidiated charges are marshaled charges,

and marshaling is disallowed in the SCA by
RfS XI.3. The only dimidiated charge regis-
tered by the SCA College of Arms to date is
the badge of Baldwin of Erebor, a registration
made to him rather than by him, based on his
infamous song, “The Herald’s Complaint”.
Baldwin of Erebor (8004A) (Fieldless) A dove
displayed upon a billet chequy Or and gules
between a pair of cockatrices clad in motley
like a fool’s, their feathers are dimidiated with
a tree eradicated, limbed and fructed counter-
compony.

The only other charges I have seen dimidiated
like this in non-SCA heraldry are British Royal
badges - the pomegranate/Tudor rose of Queen
Catherine of Aragon, and similar combina-
tions.

Magnus
[Badge] This is a return for XI.3 Marshalling.

Brooke-Little in An Heraldic Alphabet under
Dimidiation gives it as an old but short lived
method of impalement. Impalement is a form
of per pale marshalling. The last time we reg-
istered anything dimidated was Baldwin of
Erebor April 1980. This is marshalling of
(Fieldless) “An acorn sable slipped and
leaved vert” and (Fieldless) “A rose argent
slipped and leaved vert”. This would conflict
with and be presumptuous of York, House of
December 1994: (Fieldless) “A rose argent”
and Anna im Turm December 2000:
(Fieldless) “An acorn sable”. This precedent
pretty much sums up the problem. [January
1998, MIDDLE-R] “Marian of Heatherdale.
Badge. (Fieldless) A lion passant guardant
argent dimidiated with the hulk of a ship
purpure. This is being returned for violating
RfS XI.3, marshalled armory. This is not a
charge; it is merely a visual effect of the
dimidiation, which is a form of marshalling
of two independent pieces of armory. In
Parker’s Glossary the illustration on p.537
shows this clearly: no attempt is made to com-
bine the charges on either side; they just hap-
pen to touch where the line of division cuts
them off. Unless and until there is some docu-
mentation of the use of this combination as
an independent charge not resulting directly
from dimidiation, this cannot be registered in
the SCA.” We allow this practice with a per
fess division. If this rather fanciful looking
plant were in some orientation other than
palewise, Alden might be able to get away
with it. [February 2005, ÆTHELMEARC-R]
“Sebastian Wolfgang von Bayern. Device. Per
fess argent and paly bendy argent and azure,
on a demi-eagle issuant from the line of divi-
sion sable a mullet Or. The issue of the upper
half of the field was also raised, as it resembles
the arms of Prussia, Argent, an eagle dis-
played sable crowned Or, making the overall
design appear to be a dimidiation per fess of
Prussia and Bavaria. However, the SCA does
not recognize marshalling of arms per fess
despite hints that this may have been done in
Germanic heraldry. Nebuly also points out that
this design resembles a chief of allegiance, but
there are period examples of vassals bearing
such references to their lord’s arms. Thus,
the combination of elements in this submis-

sion, while evocative, is not itself a bar to
registration.”

Knute
[Badge] [Two people’s arms, dimidiated, submit-

ted as a badge] “The Rules for Submissions,
XI.3, state specifically that ‘Armory that
appears to marshall independent arms is con-
sidered presumptuous’. This submission clearly
marshals independent arms. The subtext to
XI.3 notes that ‘Divisions commonly uesd
for marshalling, such as quarterly or per pale,
may only be used in contexts that ensure
marshalling is not suggested.’ Dimidiation is
one such context. Precedents for not allow-
ing marshalling and dimidiation go back at
least as far as the LoAR of October 24, 1979,
Master Wilhelm von Schlussel stated that
‘This is very lovely, but it looks like
dimidiation, which we do not allow.’ The fact
that dimidiation is not specifically mentioned
in the new RfS does not mean that it is now
excluded from the ban on marshalling. That
the submitters may display their registered
arms dimidiated (however unidentifiable each
coat then becomes) is not disputed, but they
may not register them this way.” (LoAR 10/
90 p.16). Precedents - Da’ud 1.1 under PRE-
TENSE - Armory

Return for violating RfS XI.3.

Gawain
[Badge] Brooke-Little defines dimidation as “An

old method of impalement whereby the two
coats to be joined were bisected, the dexter
half of one being joined to the sinister half of
another.” It seems to me that what’s shown
here is an acorn and a rose dimidated; blazon-
ing them each as demi-charges seems redun-
dant.

College Action:
Badge: Returned for violating RfS XI.3. See

Magnus for an excellent summary.

3)  Amata Amati d’Arezzo.  (Bryn Gwlad)
New Name.

Maridonna:
[Name] Also there is De Felice Nomi, s.n. Amato

lists Amata as the feminine spelling. There
was a Sant’Amato, a bishop in 12th C.

Scribal abbreviations are not registered so the
name should be <Amata Amati da Arezzo>.

Magnus
[Name] The documentation cited is excellent

but it isn’t on the no photocopy needed list
for Laurel. Since no photocopies were sup-
plied this will have to be returned for further
work i.e. next time enclose photocopies of
the documentation.

College Action
Name: Returned for lack of documentation

4)  Bjornsborg, Barony of.  (Bjornsborg)
Name for Order of Ursae Argenteae.

Magnus
[Order Name] Order of Ursae Argenteae. The

armorial gives Bjornsborg, Barony of, This
branch-name was registered at some point.
The barony has Latin orders registered mean-
ing great bear and southern bear. A lesser bear
or a bear with another compass direction would
be grandfathered. It is beyond the reach of
the grandfather clause to allow them to regis-
ter any type of bear with a descriptor. [Color
used in heraldry][heraldic charge] is certainly
a registerable pattern. Silver bear would fit
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Status of ILoIs

ILoI 2004-11: Commentary 2005-02
Gazette. LoI 2005-01.
Laurel meetings scheduled
05/30 & 5/15/2005.

ILoI 2004-12: Commentary 2005-03
Gazette.  LoI 2005-02.
Laurel meetings scheduled
06/18, 19, & 25/2005.

ILoI 2005-01: Commentary 2005-04
Gazette. LoI 2005-03.
Laurel meetings scheduled
07/16 & 07/17/2005.

ILoI 2005-02: Commentary 2005-05
Gazette. Folded into LoI
2005-05.

ILoI 2005-03: Commentary 2005-06
Gazette. LoI 2005-05.
Laurel meetings scheduled
09 - 11, 25, & 17/2005.

ILoI 2005-04: Commentary 2005-07
Gazette. LoI2005-06.
Laurel meetings scheduled
10/23 & 10/06/2005.

ILoI 2005-05: Commentary 2005-08.
LoI 2005-07.

ILoI 2005-06: Commentary 2005-09.
LoI 2005-08.

ILoI 2005-07: Comments this Gazette.
LoI 2005-09.

ILoI 2005-08: Comments due next Ga-
zette. Decision meeting 10/
01 - Crown.

ILoI 2005-09: Comments due Retiarius
10/20/05. Decision meeting
tba.

ILoI 2005-10: Comments due Retiarius
11/20/05. Decision meeting
Dec 3, Wiesenfeuer Yule.

this since silver is an accepted color and we
register bears as heraldic charges. [January
2005, NORTHSHIELD-R] “Northshield,
Principality of. Order name Iron Griffin Le-
gion. This does not follow a pattern found in
period Order names. While there Project
Ordensnamen article presents the interpreta-
tion [color][item] as a pattern for period
Order names, there are alternative interpre-
tations. One is [color used in heraldry][heraldic
charge]. We believe this better describes the
Order names of this pattern. The colors found
in period order names, yellow, blue, green,
white, and gold are all heraldic tinctures. The
color/metal silver, which is SCA-compatible,
also follows this pattern. Although iron is
found as a color in the gray area, it is not
found as a heraldic tincture.” I remember
enough Latin to know the translation should
be correct. It would help a good deal to find
citations for ursa and argentum in a medieval
Latin dictionary. The grammar should also be
checked. Latin has a complex case structure
that affects the endings.

Gawain
[Name] The name element “of Ursae Argentae”

violates RfS III.1.a: “Each phrase must be
grammatically correct according to the usage
of a single language.”, not to mention that it
violates both English and Latin grammar.
“Ordo Ursae Argenteae”, or “Ordo Ursæ
Argenteæ”, would be just fine. BTW, do they
know that they have the “Order of the Silver
She-Bear”? If they really didn’t intend this to
be feminine, the masculine form is “Ordo Ursi
Argentei”.

College Action
Order Name: Forward to Laurel as “Order of

Ursi Argentei”. Group will also accept “Ordo
Ursi Argentei”, but believes the construction
“Order of <Latin phrase>” is grandfathered
to them.

5)  Caleb of York.  (Bjornsborg)
New Name.

Maridonna
[Name] He’s very attached to the ‘of ’ in the

name.
Precendent: “Since de was used regularly in 16th

C England with English placenames, de Caid
is as registerable as of Caid. [Lucas de Caid,
10/01, A-Outlands]”

Magnus
[Name] The documentation with dates is fine.

College Action
Name: Forwarded to Laurel. Bordure, please note

that the submitter is very attached to the
‘of ’.

6)  Elena Kirkman.  (Wiesenfeuer)
Name registered 3/05. New Device. Or, a
saltire sable throughout on a chief sable a
cross of Calatrava Or.

Al-Jamal
 [Device] As a saltire is “throughout” unless spe-

cifically blazoned otherwise, we can safely
drop “throughout” from the blazon. We can
also drop the first “sable” from the blazon: In
blazoning a Coat of Arms in which two or
more Charges of the same Tincture immedi-
ately follow each other in the Blazon, it is
not necessary to mention the tincture until
all the Charges of such Tincture have been
specified.” (John E. Cussans, Handbook of
Heraldry, 1882, p. 161)

Magnus
[Device] Reblazon as: “Or, a saltire and on a

chief sable a cross of Calatrava Or.”

Knute
[Device] Or, a saltire and on a chief sable a

cross of Calatrava Or.
Lan Tallinnesk - October of 1981 (via Caid):

Or, a saltire quarter-pierced surmounted by
a chief sable. CD quarter-piercing, CD
tertiary cross. Clear.

Gawain
[Device] A saltire is throughout by default.

College Action
Device: Forwarded to Laurel as “Or, a saltire

and on a chief sable a cross of Calatrava Or.”

7)  Giotto di Giovanni.  (Bryn Gwlad)
Name registered 9/92. Resubmitted Device.
Per pall sable, argent, and azure, on a chief
argent a fleur-de-lys gules.

Submission History: Previous submission,
“Per pall indented sable, argent and azure”
was returned by Laurel in 3/02 for conflict
with Albrechtus Vagus, “Per pall arrondi sable
azure and argent.”

Al-Jamal
[Device] Since there are no charges on the field,

the chief should be drawn deeper (so as to
take up roughly 1/3 of the height of the
shield).

Magnus
[Device] This is field primary armory. It should

be noted in the Armorial the armory descrip-
tion for field only is FO and field primary
(with only a peripheral ordinary) is PO. This
makes searching for conflicts much easier.
When a field division per pall has a chief is
the division drawn on the remaining field or
is is drawn as if the chief wasn’t present? It
looks like it cleared everyone this time.

Knute
[Device] Clear.

College Action
Device: Forwarded to Laurel.

8) Gwenneth Bowynne of Glamorgan.
(Bryn Gwlad)

Name Change from Gwynaeth Angharad of
Glamorgan, registered 4/85. Resubmitted De-
vice Change. Per saltire vert and sable, a
Bowen knot crosswise within a double tressure
Or.

Submission History: Previous submission,
“Per saltire vert and sable, a Bowen knot
crosswise within an orle Or” was returned by
Laurel in 4/04 for conflict with Francesca
Lucia Sammicheli, “Purpure, a Bowen cross
within a tressure Or.”

Maridonna
[Name] Precedent: “No acceptable documenta-

tion was presented for Gweneth. However,
since Morgan and Morgan’s Welsh Surnames
has Gwineth dated to 1577 and Gwentt dated
to 1629, Gweneth is a reasonable period form.
(Gweneth ferch Morgan, 6/99 p. 3)” My copy
of Morgan & Morgan dates Bowyne to 1623
and Bowynne to 1624.

Magnus
[Name] The documentation centers around end

of period and our gray area so it should be
fine. Glamorgan is grandfathered to the sub-
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mitter. Does she want to release Gwynaeth
Angharad of Glamorgan or retain it as an al-
ternate name?

[Device] Does she want to release her current
device or retain it as a badge? “Per chevron
sable and vert, in cross three plates and a
cobra coiled erect affronty Or.”

Knute
[Device] Clear.

Gawain
[Name] The Morgan & Morgan citation for the

given name is seriously abridged: it begins
“Gwynedd was the name of the ancient prin-
cipality of N. W. Wales; it was attached to
the name of its prince or overlord in the
twelfth century, Owain Gwynedd.” They go
on to say that it continues to be used as a
placename. Midway through the entry, they
say: “Before quoting from present-day regis-
ters it is necessary to inquire whether the
very popular girl’s name Gwyneth has its ori-
gin in the name Gwynedd. Gwyneth is not
known as a christian name in the early pe-
riod... The earliest examples collected are in
the records of Conwy: ...” They go on to list
“Gwineth ver’ Robert” from 1577, “Gwenett”
from 1629, “Elena ver’ Thomas gwynethe
als gwrach y gwenniath” from 1581, and
“Gwinne hookes” from 1630. All the other
material is post-period.

College Action
Name: Forwarded to Laurel. Bordure, please note

this is a release of old name.
Device: Forwarded to Laurel. Bordure, please

note to change the old device to badge.

9)  Isabell Quilliam.  (Wiesenfeuer)
New Name.

Maridonna
[Name] Isabell - Manx Names in the Early 16th

Century by Heather Rose Jones URL: http://
www.medievalscotland.org/manxnames/
jonesmanx16.shtml list an <Isabell>.

Quilliam - R&W’s entry is undated as is Bardsley’s
cite. The June 2004 LoAR registered - “Tho-
mas Quilliam. Name ... The submitter re-
quested authenticity for Manx language/cul-
ture. The question was raised whether Quilliam
was a reasonable period Manx surname. Al-
though no dated form of Quilliam was found,
Reaney and Wilson, A Dictionary of English
Surnames says s.n. Qualter, “Manx names
for MacWalter...Qualtrough 1430.” Other
Manx surnames names that follow this pat-
tern are Quayle 1540 from MacFayle, Quine
1504 from Mac Cuinn, Quinnye 1429 from
Mac Connaidh, Quyrke 1511 from Mac Cuirc.
The evidence strongly suggests that Quilliam
is a reasonable late period Manx surname.”

Magnus
[Name] Quilliam: The summary gave no header

for Reaney & Wilson but only a page.  Each
edition and printing of R&W has different
page numbering. My copy matches these
pages. Quilliam is the header and it states it is
a Manx name derived from Irish MacWilliam.
This provides no help in dating the name to
period. There is a useful ruling on this name
from another Wiesenfeuer submission (a rela-
tive?). [Thomas Quilliam, June 2004, A-
Ansteorra] “The submitter requested authen-
ticity for Manx language/culture. The ques-
tion was raised whether Quilliam was a rea-
sonable period Manx surname. Although no
dated form of Quilliam was found, Reaney
and Wilson, A Dictionary of English Sur-
names says s.n. Qualter, Manx names for
MacWalter...Qualtrough 1430. Other Manx
surnames names that follow this pattern are

Quayle 1540 from MacFayle, Quine 1504
from Mac Cuinn, Quinnye 1429 from Mac
Connaidh, Quyrke 1511 from Mac Cuirc. The
evidence strongly suggests that Quilliam is a
reasonable late period Manx surname.”

Gawain
[Name] The R&W entry is simply “Quilliam,

a Manx name from Irish MacWilliam
‘William’s son’.” No date is given. I’ve no
idea if Manx inflects patronymics or not.

College Action
Name: Forwarded to Laurel. Bordure, we may

wish to explicitly note Laurel’s comment
when registering Thomas Quilliam’s name as
additional dated documentation.

10)  John Greywolf.  (Loch Ruadh)
Name registered 8/04. New Device. Argent,
on a lozenge sable, a wolf rampant argent.

Asterisk Note: Only two color copies, in-
stead of four, were received.

Al-Jamal
[Device] Conflict with Honor of Restormel

(9711D), Argent, on a lozenge sable a mullet
Or.  There is only one CD, for the changes to
the tertiary charge.

Magnus
[Device] Conflict with Honor of Restormel No-

vember 1997: “Argent, on a lozenge sable a
mullet Or.” There is one CD for changes to
the tertiary.

Knute
[Device] Honor of Restormel - November of

1997 (via Drachenwald): Argent, on a loz-
enge sable a mullet Or. Single CD for mul-
tiple changes to the tertiaries. Return for con-
flict.

College Action
Device: Returned for conflict with Honor of

Restormel, “Argent, on a lozenge sable a
mullet Or.” There is one CD for changes to
the tertiary, but that is all.

11) Katherine Carmichael. (Northkeep)
New Name. (See fast-returns for device).

Maridonna
[Name] Talan’s article lists <Katherine> with a

s.n. Bookless in Black. In the book, Black has
<Katherine Bukles> which is dated to 1589.

Magnus
[Name] Katherine: Talan’s article refers us to

Black, page 770 header Thowless for
Katherine Thoules from 1512. So there is no
need for a photocopy.

Carmichael: Black on page 135 under Carmichael
has George Carmichael from 1475.

College Action
Name: Forwarded to Laurel. Bordure, please cite

additional documentation from Black for her
given name.

12) Kitta Ainarsdottir. (Northkeep)
New Name. New Device. Azure, a polar bear
dormant argent.

Magnus
[Name] Kitta: I don’t find Kitta in Geirr Bassi.

Lena Peterson’s article is giving 404 errors
for reasons known only to the computer gods.
I didn’t find Kitta in Gunnvör’s translation of
the runestone article. On www.

vikinganswerlady.com Old Norse Women’s
Names under Kitta: Kitta is a short-form for
the name Kristín. pp. xxxiv s.v. “Pet Names”
Cleasby, Richard and Guðbrandr Vigfusson. An
Icelandic-English Dictionary. 2nd. ed. Oxford:
Clarendon. 1957.

Ainarsdottir: On www.vikinganswerlady.com Old
Norse Men’s Names under Einarr - Anglo-
Scandinavian forms include Ainar, Eineri.

SAINT GABRIEL REPORT 1189 has Ainar un-
der OLD ENGLISH daughter of Ainar - Ainares
dohtor. SAINT GABRIEL REPORT 1701 does
indicate dóttir was used to form Old Norse
patronymics. The documentation supplied is
from Searle, which is Old English. Feilitzen,
O. von, The Pre-Conquest Personal Names
of Domesday Book (Uppsala: 1937) page 246
under Einarr has Old Norse Einarr, Old Dan-
ish, Old Swedish Enar: Ainar. The problem is
this looks like it violates Rfs.III.1.a on mix-
ing languages in the same name element. Ainar
is Old English and dóttir is a Old Norse ele-
ment. Ainar is presented as an Old English
form of Old Norse Einarr.

Einarr is in Geirr Bassi and Ainar isn’t. I wonder
if this spelling problem is caused by the trans-
literation of the names into our alphabet from
the Old Norse runes. I would recommend the
last name be changed to Ainares dohtor or
Einarsdóttir but we can’t since only minor
changes are allowed. The father’s name is a
mix of Old English and Old Norse which is
registerable with a weirdness. So this gets re-
turned.

[Device] Possible conflict with Brynach MacCal-
lum August 1985: “Azure, a bear rampant
argent vested in a fool’s motley lozengy Or
and gules, grasping in both forepaws a needle
point to base Or.” There is a CD for change
of the bear from dormant to rampant. A polar
bear is going to be identical to other heraldic
bears. The Ordinary lists the device CLOTH-
ING-FOOL’S MOTLEY: multicolor,
NEEDLE:1:maintained:or. The takes the
needle out since it is maintained. Is the the
bear wearing the fool’s motley different
enough in tincture from the unclothed bear
for a CD? The few precedents on this issue
suggest that they conflict.

[William FitzHugh de Cambria, December 2002,
R-Meridies] “[(Fieldless) A horned man
vested of a loincloth maintaining in his dex-
ter hand a sword inverted and in his sinister
hand two spears inverted crossed at the butts
argent] Conflict with Bari the Unfettered,
Barry argent and gules, a naked man
manacled on each wrist, lengths of broken
chain pendant, and a length of broken chain
at his feet, all proper. There’s one CD for
fieldlessness. There is no difference for the
changes to the small held charges (including
the chains in Bari’s armory as small held
charges), and no difference for adding the
horns to the man’s head.”

[Gareth Shieldbane, September 1992, R-
ATLANTIA] “Sable, a skull argent, vested
of a jester’s cap Or. This is returned for visual
conflict with the arms of Morley (Papworth
911): Sable, a leopard’s head argent jessant-
de-lys Or. The jester’s cap is split in three
points, looking much like a fleur-de-lys. It’s
also visually close to the arms of Amat le bel
Josteur (Fabulous Heraldry, #421): Sable, a
woman’s head couped proper crined Or.”

[Lao Xue-sheng, January 1987, R-AN TIR]
“Gules, a monkey rampant guardant argent,
faced azure, vested and maintaining in dex-
ter forepaw a staff Or. Conflict with the badge
of John the Idiota (Gules, a woolly spider
monkey rampant proper grasping in its up-
raised tail a pouch Or). The overall tincture
of the monkey on John’s badge is as close to
Or as makes no difference and the golden
clothing covers the monkey to such an ex-
tent that it appears to be Or at any distance.
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The cumulative changes in the detail of the
monkey do not make a full point and a half
required for difference from a Society badge.
It should be pointed out to the submittor that
there was severe disquiet on the part of some
commentors at the use of the “Monkey King”
as a heraldic charge.” Return for lack of name,
incomplete submission forms, and conflict.

Knute
[Device] Clear.

Gawain
[Name] The summary of documentation was a

bit misleading; G.B. doesn’t mention either
“Kitta” or “Kristin”. He does show the Chris-
tian feminine given name “Kristín”, how-
ever. His discussion of patronymics indicates
this one is probably formed correctly except
that it should end in “-dóttir”.

[Device] Save for its tincture, which is specifi-
cally blazoned, I see no reason to specify this
as a polar bear rather than a generic one.

College Action
Name: Return for lack of documentation for

given name. See Magnus’s commentary for a
good discussion, and suggest submitter get in
touch with Mistress Gunnvor for further help.

Device: Return for lack of name. There may yet
be a conflict with John the Idiota, but Aster-
isk believes it may be a call for Laurel to
make.

13) Marion Makkingze. (Wiesenfeuer)
New Name. New Device. Purpure, four
chevronels braced Or, on a chief embattled
Or, three eight compass stars purpure.

Maridonna
[Name] Withycombe dates <Marion> to 1379

and 1402.
Black dates <Gilcrist Makkingze> to 1513.

Al-Jamal
[Device] The chevronels really ought to be drawn

a bit thicker.

Magnus
[Name] Marion: A more correct summary of this

as a female English given name from
Withycombe would be page 209 under Marion
has it from 1379 as a given name.

Makkingze: A better summary of Black would be
header Mackenzie page 525 gives Gilcrist
Makkingze from 1513.

[Device] Reblazon as “Purpure, four chevronels
braced, on a chief embattled Or, three com-
pass stars purpure.”

Knute
[Device] Purpure, four chevronels braced and

on a chief embattled Or, three compass stars
purpure. There is a weirdness for the non-
period SCA compatible compass star. Clear.

Gawain
[Name] The Withycombe entry lists the given

name only as feminine, with the earliest dated
citation from 1379. The Black entry has the
submitted spelling dated 1513, but there are
no obvious women’s names in the list. Look-
ing further in the “Mac-“ section, I do see
some examples of women from the 16th C.
bearing such forms.

[Device] The Disney stars are elongated to base:
“...three compass-stars elongated to base
purpure.”

College Action
Name: Forwarded to Laurel. Bordure, please add

the cited dates in Withycombe and Black.
Device: Forwarded to Laurel as “Purpure, four

chevronels braced and on a chief embattled
Or three compass stars elongated to base
purpure.” It was noted at the meeting that
the submitter needs to “feed the chevronnels”.

14) Marion Makkingze. (Wiesenfeuer)
New Badge. Purpure, four chevronels braced
Or.

Al-Jamal
[Badge] The chevronels really ought to be drawn

a bit thicker.

Knute
[Badge] Clear.

College Action
Badge: Forwarded to Laurel. It was noted at the

meeting that the submitter needed to “feed
the chevronnels”.

15) Robert Haddock. (Rivers Run)
Name registered 7/04. Resubmitted Device.
None. (Asterisk’s blazon: Per bend azure and
vert, a bend wavy between a mermaid Or and
a claymore bendwise argent.)

Submission History: Previous submission
“Per bend azure and vert, a bend wavy be-
tween a mermaid Or and a claymore bendwise
inverted argent” was returned by Laurel in 7/
04 for a redraw of the bend.

Al-Jamal
[Device] For a sea-monster, even a humanoid

one, she certainly has “vast tracts of, umm,
land”.

It’s also very odd that the bend is a lot wider at
the top than at the bottom of the shield.
Additionally, the prior return for redrawing
stated that: “This is returned for a redraw.
The line of the bend is only barely wavy; it
needs to be redrawn to be noticeably wavy.”
(LoAR July 2004). I am not certain that the
“waviness” of the bend here is sufficiently
“noticeably wavy”, as Laurel requires it to be.

Magnus
[Device] The claymore was inverted in the first

submission. Laurel’s reason for return has not
been addressed: “This is returned for a redraw.
The line of the bend is only barely wavy; it
needs to be redrawn to be noticeably wavy.”
This is still a problem with the current em-
blazon. The heraldic mermaid with comb and
mirror on the original submission has been
replaced with this rather oddly drawn one.
This needs to be returned so the charges can
be drawn in an identifiable manner. Rfs.VII.
7.a. “Elements must be recognizable solely
from their appearance.” With the Pictorial
Dictionary this is a very simple device to
construct.

Knute
[Device] Clear.

Gawain
[Device] I’d have drawn the waves of the bend

rather shorter and deeper. Laurel had instructed
the client to draw them “noticeably wavy”,
but this seems nearly unchanged from the
previous version. Perhaps it would help to
explain to him that alternating conjoined
semicircles don’t make too bold a wavy
line.[I’m not going to comment on the em-
blazon of the mermaid. I’m not going to com-
ment on the emblazon of the mermaid. I’m
not going to comment...]

College Action
Device: Forwarded to Laurel. This would have

been returned for redraw (again), but Asterisk
took pity and redrew it properly.

16) Sæmundr Bogsveigir. (Namron)
New Name.

Magnus
[Name] The byname should be lower case and

means archer.

College Action
Name:  Forwarded to Laurel as Sæmundr

bogsveigir.

 An article on the history of our Or-
ders would be great -- the development
of awards, why the symbols were cho-
sen and such. I still hear from people
who have no clue what the Iris means -
why there is a rainbow on it and not a
flower. What does the star in a Sable
Crane’s foot mean? For that matter what
is the reason why the crane was picked?
(I was there so I know- please don’t send
me a note telling me).

There’s a great deal to be done in
developing articles to encourage people
how and why to use arms. The majority
of the heralds spend a great deal of time
registering names and arms. Don’t you
want them to use them in creative ways?
What about articles on that? How about
an Ansteorran beastiary - go through
and see what most people have regis-
tered in the ways of animals? Are lions
the favorite or the armadillo?

The recent Heraldic Symposium re-
ally shows that there are a great many
talented people who teach classes and
have new ideas on sometimes old twists.
I’d like to include that as well.

Except for the Heraldic Symposiums
and local activities, I never see heraldry
being taught at King’s College and the
Fall Arts Symposium in general. Once in
awhile someone does but the majority
of the time, it’s suspiciously quiet. This
past Fall Symposium Mistress Gunnora
taught an excellenet class on Norse
naming practises and Her Ladyship Mot
Cather taught one on painted canvas
banners. Why aren’t there more at these
events? There are almost always a scribal
class so that branch of the COH is am-
ply covered. I’d like to see more.

Regards, Clare, Tressure

Tressure Letter -- continued from page 4
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LAUREL ACCEPTANCES AND RETURNS
FOR JUNE 2005

The following are the Ansteorran excerpts from the Laurel May 2005
letter published on 29 July 2005.

ACCEPTANCES
Anne Lyse van Gavere. Name.

Submitted as Anne Liese van Gavere, the name Liese was asserted
to be a second given name, but was documented as a placename. No
documentation was submitted and none found showing two
placenames in German naming practices. We have changed the name
to Anne Lyse van Gavere in order to register it. The given name
Lyse is dated to the 15th C in Talan Gwynek’s “15th-Century
German Women’s Names.”

Ansteorra, Kingdom of. Badge for Guild of European Dancers. Per
pale sable and Or, a dance and in chief a mullet of five greater and five
lesser points counterchanged.

Guild of European Dancers is a generic identifier.

Dana Mac an Ghabhann. Device change. Gules, a dragon argent, a
gore Or.

The submitter’s previous device, Gules, a dragon rampant
contourny argent, a gore Or, is released.

Deirdre Lasairíona ni Raghailligh. Device change. Vert, on a pile
inverted bendwise throughout argent a lymphad oars shipped sable, in
chief a snaffle bit chevronwise argent.

Please advise the submitter that the holes in the snaffle bit should
show the field. A lymphad by default has its sails furled and its oars
in action.
Her previous device, Bendy sinister azure and argent, a cat’s face
Or within a bordure wavy pean, is released.

Elisabeth Christianne de Calais. Badge. Per pale azure and Or, a
cross flory counterchanged and in dexter chief a sun in splendour Or.

Else Schemmer. Name.
Submitted as Else von Schammach, the submitter requested au-
thenticity for 15th C Germany/Bohemia. The locative byname was
documented as an undated derivative of an undated placename from
Bahlow, Deutschland Geographiche Namenwelt. The College was
unable to find any examples of this spelling in period. Barring
evidence that this is a period spelling, we must assume it is modern.
The documentation for the locative says that Schammach is a de-
rivative of Schemmenn. Brechenmacher, Etymologisches
Woerterbuch der deutschen Familiennamen s.n. Schem(m)er, says
that Schemmer is a derived from a placename Langenschemmern,
also found as Schamer. This work cites a Hans Schemer or Schemmer
in 1481. We have, therefore, changed the name to Else Schemmer in
order to register it and to comply with her request for authenticity.

Elspet Arbuthnoth. Alternate name Elies Galice and badge. (Fieldless)
A knot of four loops and four tassels gules.

As no indication was provided that the badge was to be associated
with the alternate name, Elies Galice, it will be associated with her
primary name. If the submitter wishes the badge to be associated
with her alternate name this can be handled on an LoI as an admin-
istrative action.

Gerard du Quartier. Badge. Quarterly Or and purpure, a cross flory
throughout counterchanged.

Gerard Seymour. Name.

Gryffydd Mawr ap Rodri. Name.
Originally submitted as Gryffydd Mawr ap Rodri, the name was
changed to Gryffydd Vawr ap Rodri in kingdom because it was
through that the first consonent in the byname needed to be soft-
ened. However, Heather Rose Jones, “Constructing 13th Century
Welsh Names”, says “Men will usually, but not always, use the
mutated form of the word.” Since the byname is registerable both
softened and not softened, we have changed the spelling back to the
originally submitted form.

Klaus der Lange. Device. Quarterly erminois and gules, a Maltese
cross and in sinister chief an edelweiss flower argent.

Mea Cornario. Device. Vert semy of frogs argent.
Nice armory.

Phocas of Bordermarch. Name and device. Argent, in pale a tower
sable masoned argent and three arrows in pile gules.

Willow deWisp. Reblazon of device. Per pale vert and Or, a weeping
willow tree eradicated sable fimbriated Or, leaved counterchanged.

Originally blazoned as Per pale Or and vert, a willow tree eradi-
cated sable fimbriated Or, leaved counterchanged, the emblazon
shows a weeping willow. This device was registered in June 1980
as Per pale vert and Or... and reblazoned in November 1981 as Per
pale Or and vert.... No explanation for the reblazon could be found
in the file. The emblazon in the file is per pale vert and Or and,
since we register the emblazon not the blazon, the blazon is being
returned to the orginial per pale vert and Or.

RETURNS
Bronwen Selwyn. Badge. (Fieldless) A fox’s tail palewise, tip to base,
proper, its couped end “recurved” and tied at its base with a ribbon
vert.

While fox’s tails are registerable, as drawn in this submission the
tail is curved in an unblazonable posture. The badge must therefore
be returned.

The fox’s tail proper is a period charge. In Heraldic Badges by Fox-
Davies, 1907, p.109, the “fox-tail proper” is listed as a badge of
Henry IV, which would date it to the late 14th Century. In Her-
aldry by Bedingfeld and Gwyn-Jones, 1993, p.127, the badges of
Henry IV are emblazoned, including the fox-tail proper: solid brown,
with the tip to base. The Society uses its definition of a fox proper
(i.e., red with black “socks” and white at the tip of the tail) as its
basis for a fox’s tail proper: gules with an argent tip. The exact
details of that tip are considered artistic license. Past registrations
have been confused as to the fox’s tails default orientation, so we
hereby deem it not to have one — though the tail should be straight
in whatever orientation is chosen.

Some commenters questioned the registerability of the badge due to
the presence of the ribbon. A ribbon is not registerable as a stand-
alone charge; that is, as a primary, secondary, or tertiary charge.
However, in this case the ribbon is equivalent to a hawk’s jesses: a
blazonable detail or ornamentation, rather than a charge in its own
right. As such, the ribbon is registerable, though submitters should
be aware that the exact depiction of such ribbons will be considered
an artistic detail.

Upon resubmission, the ribbon should be depicted somewhat higher
on the tail, so that portions of the tail show both above and below
the ribbon.

Marcus Dundee the Brewer. Device. Pily bendy sable and Or, a
chalice and a chief indented argent.

The field is incorrectly drawn. As Brachet notes, “The real problem
here is that “pily bendy” is actually just an extreme form of “per
bend sinister indented.” As such, the underlying per bend sinister
line should not pass to the corner of the shield under the chief, but
should pass to the sinister chief corner of the portion of the field
not covered by the chief.” In addition, the piles should extend
throughout. The majority of the piles on the submitted emblazon
did not reach the opposite edge of the field.

Errata - April 2005
Skorragarðr, Canton of. Name correction. Purpure, a bend between
two pairs of wings conjoined in lure, each within a laurel wreath argent.

Listed on the LoAR as Skarrgarðr, Canton of , their name was
registered as Skorragarðr, Canton of on the December 2004 LoAR.
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*These items are requirements of the job.     **If you receive these, it is a requirement of your job to send them to Asterisk promptly.

Remember: All submissions are $9 (U.S.) each; $1 per submission is retained by the local group and a group check for $8 per submission is sent
to Asterisk with the submissions. For Name Submissions, 3 copies of the form and documentation are to be sent to Asterisk, 1 copy is to be retained
by the branch herald, and 1 copy is given to the submittor. For Device/Badge Submissions, send 4 colored and 2 non-colored copies to Asterisk,
1 of each is retained by the branch herald, and 1 of each is given to the submittor. All money and all submissions go to Asterisk Herald.

WHO SENDS WHAT TO WHOM IN ANSTEORRA

ANSTEORRAN GAZETTE
October 2005
Deborah Sweet, Obelisk Herald
824 E 8th
Stillwater, OK  74074

ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED

FIRST CLASS MAIL

ITEM SENT TO B Y
Submissions

Monthly Reports

Quarterly and End of Reign Reports

Internal Commentary

Inquiries about Scribal Matters

Requests for Scrolls to Paint or Painted Scrolls

Award and Honor Report Forms

Subscriptions for Ansteorran Gazette

Change of Name or Contact Info INCLUDING
ADDRESS CHANGES

Letters/Articles/Etc. for Gazette

Resignations and Applications

Administrative Matters

Achievement Registrations, Questions

Correlation of Scrolls Given/Not Given

Donation of Insignia

Asterisk

Regional Heralds

Star Principal

Zodiacus, Sable Scroll

Regional Scribes, Star Signet

Regional Scribes

Sable Scroll

Retiarius

Obelisk, Star Principal

Obelisk

One Level Up

Star Principal

Stellar Scroll

Asterisk

Crown, Sable Scroll

Branch Heralds**

Branch Heralds*

Regional Heralds*

Branch Heralds, Royal Herald, & all other
Heralds attending Court

All Who Comment

All

All

All

Branch Heralds, Royal Herald

Private Subscribers

All

All

All

Regionals*, All

All


